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As we look at another 9/11 glaring back at us from our calendars, I am saddened to state that I am
witnessing the light dimming in the eyes of those who fervently swore they would extract justice for the
ultimate tyranny perpetrated on We The People. Twenty one years is a long time to wait for answers
(truth), which we have not gotten, and if left to the government … will never get.

Today we have an entire generation born around 09/11/01 that are approaching, or in early adulthood
not knowing of, or only knowing what, they have been told by a revisionist (govt. controlled) school
system. So today on the 21st anniversary, I publish the following to hopefully move this vital topic back
to the forefront of minds and movements! For each tyranny we allow to go unchallenged, a precedent
is set and one more tool against We The People exists going forward.

September 11th 2001 was a day like no other in the history of planet earth as related 
to the laws of physics & science.

This was a day when the laws that define the very physical makeup and reactions of everything that
exists shifted into a reality never experienced, the day science as we know it … died. This dimensional
shift was confined to the immediate vicinity of the World Trade Center complex, the Pentagon and the
United Airlines flight 93 crash site in a field in Pennsylvania, leaving the rest of the planet unaffected. In
this article we will discuss the temporary reality shift focused around the World Trade Center.
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Anyone with half a brain, and knowing the hard core information that is available today, would have to
consider the above the only viable explanation (a sad state of affairs) for the events that occurred on
this day of infamy. That is if we are to believe the information put forth via NIST, the 9/11 Commission
Report, and released by this government (with their own unique brand of science). This is just a bold,
hard fact!

Never in the history of this country, or the history of this planet for that matter, have 
so many blatant lies been intentionally and maliciously sold to the public.

How many times must we highlight the inconsistencies (lies) proven so by scientific fact over and over
again. In order to facilitate these lies we have all been spoon fed by NIST, the laws that constitute
science, the very laws of physics itself as we know it, would have to be rewritten and proven via peer
review, based on concepts that are totally foreign to that very science. Yet they stand today by virtue of
a government ripe with complicity and guilt. This is not a statement based on conspiracy or even
anger, but based on true scientific fact as researched and presented by many of this planet’s best and
most respected scientists, architects and structural engineers.

I never thought I would make a comment such as this, but it appears we live in a country populated
mostly by individuals with a lack of testicular fortitude. A poll conducted several years ago states that
the number of people living in this country today who believe the NIST findings or the 9/11 Commission
Report and our government’s stance on this event … are now a minority that is shrinking yearly. So if
this is the new truth … a fact, where is the blow-back in mass? Why hasn’t this government been
forced by an angry and focused public into conducting a second, independent and thorough
investigation?
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WHY AREN’T TRAITORS & MASS MURDERERS IN JAIL

The biggest reason is the sheer number of people who just don’t wish to, or are deathly afraid to,
believe they live in a country where a government could be this evil, this complicit, this culpable
(Things like this can’t happen in America!). If proven to be true, it would totally shatter their reality and
pop the comfort bubble so many try to maintain in this disintegrating and chaotic world today.

They struggle against the reality that there are those … whom we trust to govern and protect us … who
could, and do, consider life so cheap or disposable, that the loss of almost three thousand lives and
the disruption and traumatizing of an entire society … is merely the cost of doing business, of
accomplishing a goal.
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The USS Maine, The Lusitania, Pearl Harbor, The Golf of Tonkin, and how many more? The
precedents have been established and in each case we see the shepherd (Elite) maneuvering theflock
(us) via the mechanisms of patriotism, anger and fear, in a direction to suit their goals of power,control
and enrichment, and always to the detriment of American freedoms and lives. This is not newor even
original, and it is blatantly obvious to what is now a majority of Americans and global citizens,and again
all to facilitate the goals of … Those who would play God.

The world is very aware of the truth of 9/11 & they are saddened by our lack of 
backbone to facilitate justice.

So what is that goal or the desired end game … How about shocking the population of an entire
country via the very effective control mechanism of FEAR into complicity with those who would light the
fires of global imperialism. How about the usurpation of the freedoms and rights that allow We The
People to govern this (supposed) Republic, and redefining this Republic into a Fascistic Oligarchy
controlled by the very people who own or control our leaders. How about the destruction of Americans’
free will and personal independence to a point where we are no longer a threat to the inception of a
New World Order. How about …

9/11 – A day that lives in infamy

I now present you with two very informative videos with a blatant look at the information and real
science some are already aware of.

The goal of this commentary and the videos presented is not so much to teach you anything new
(although that is a goal for those who are ignorant of the facts) … most of what you will see has been
said before (but not in this detailed fashion), but to present the science and perspectives, to keep this
fresh in your mind, in the hopes that one day we as a people will find the courage to hold those
responsible … accountable …

… because it is only at that point that we can begin to heal the scar of ultimate 
tyranny that defaces the conscience of America.
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Please take the time to watch these two videos and … remember!

••••

ANATOMY OF A GREAT DECEPTION By: David Hooper … This film shows viewers why the fires
that broke out in WTC 7 could not have been responsible for its destruction.

It also highlights the many ways the official investigation by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology fails to explain the physical evidence and eyewitness testimony

From the molten metal discovered under all three skyscrapers to the numerous explosions on the
lower floors of each building, explosions that went off both before and during each respective collapse
…

There are so many lies … or official explanations that just plain violate the existing 
laws of science!

Here is another video detailing the findings of Architects and Engineers! This is quite possibly the best
video ever on the actual science and technical analysis by globally renowned experts, and pretty much
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proves 9/11 is a lie, even to dyed in the wool deniers.

The makers of this excellent documentary can be found here (click on image):

••••

Watch this important video …

By: Roger Landry (TLB)
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